Term

Literacy

Autumn

Fiction

Ancient
Greece

Greek myths
and legends
Dramas and plays (Greek
tragedies)

Non-fiction -

Biography and
Autobiography
Information texts
(linked to Greek Gods
and Goddesses)

Poetry

(Linked to Ancient/
Greece)

Spring

The
Americas

Classic Fiction
(linked to the
Americas)
Non Fiction:
Reports and
journalistic

Numeracy

















Narrative poems

Summer

Space

Fiction:
Short stories Mystery
Non-Fiction:
Persuasive writing
(letter writing)
Reports and
journalistic writing
Poetry-The Power of
Imagery
















Science

History/Geog

PE

Art/ D&T

Music

RE

Exploring Rounds

Greeks
god/Goddesses
(Roles and
importance of
religion

New
Beginnings

Design and make
own weapons of
war.

Christmas
Songs

Siksm

Getting on
and falling
out

Production linked

Exploring rhythm
and pulse
Copland – Fanfare
For The Common
Man

Religious
sacrifices &
offerings to
gods Add to
temples Gods &
goddesses

Good to be
me

Great artist
Catherwood
Design Pan pipes/
Make own pipes

Production songs

Festivals

Relationships

Worshipping
the Sun & Moon

Say ‘no’ to
Bullying

Team games

Design model
space rockets

Blast Off’
Musical
Composition.
Instruments &
pitch

Buddhism

Going for
Goals

Outdoor
and
adventurous
activities

Planet marble
paintings

Elton John’s
‘Rocket Man’

Christianity

Changes

place value to 10000(0)
standard written methods
for all four operations
adding and subtracting
mentally
Identifying 3D shapes
regular polygons
Angles
Conversion of different
units of measurement
Compare and order
fractions
Add/subtract fractions of
common denominators with
mixed numbers
place value up to million
negative numbers in
context of temperature;
Mental and written addition
/ subtraction;
Written × and ÷
Fractions, decimals and
word problems
conversion between
different units
Coordinates
Shapes-reflection and
translation

Materials and their
properties

Ancient
Greece

Athletics
skills based
on Olympic
events

Greek pottery

Changes in humans as
they develop
(linked to the Greek
Olympics

Greek Culture

Striking and
fielding
games

Mixtures and solutions

Features of a
region of the
Americas

Dance

Reversible/
irreversible changes

Mayas and
Aztecs

Gymnastics

Fractions
Short division Perimeterrectangles and composite
shapes
Volume and capacity
Number and place value
Subtraction
fractions
Multiplication and division
percentages and fractions
Angles and polygons
Measures, data and time

Life-cycles of animals
and plants – is there
life on mars?
Comparing the
conditions on Earth to
those on Mars and how
these conditions can
affect growth and life
cycles

Longitude/latitud
e and time zones
Biomes,
vegetation belts
etc – designing a
new life on mars

Gravity, resistance
and mechanical forces.

Famous
astronauts and
space technology

Greek theatre
masks

Preparing an
Aztecs dish

Parables

PSHE

